
               
 

           
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
March 14, 2019 

Jeanine Townsend 
Clerk to the Board 
State Water Resources Control Board 
1001 I St., 24th Floor 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
commentletters@waterboards.ca.gov  

RE: Salton Sea  

Dear Members of the State Water Resources Control Board: 

On behalf of Alianza Coachella Valley, Audubon California, Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental Defense 

Fund, KDI, the Pacific Institute, and the Sierra Club, we write to submit our comments regarding the 

progress of Phase 1 of the Salton Sea Management Program (SSMP), pursuant to the Board’s Notice of 

Public Workshop dated February 15. We have yet to receive or review the state agencies’ report to the 

Board pursuant to Order WR2017-0134; we will submit our comments on that report subsequently. 

We thank the new Board Chair for making his first official trip out of Sacramento to the Salton Sea. We, 

along with many others, greatly appreciate the actual and symbolic importance of this effort and look 

forward to continuing to work with you, along with the other members of the Board, on this critically 

important issue for the State of California. In particular, we welcome the two new Board members to 

the effort, and the important perspective and insights they will bring to the challenge. 
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The new Administration’s demonstrated interest in the Salton Sea encourages us greatly. Last April, the 

new Governor visited the Salton Sea and noted that the state had a “debt to this community to do more 

to address the issues and crisis that is looming," and asked to be held accountable for meeting state 

obligations to the Salton Sea. The new Secretary of the Natural Resources Agency’s February trip to the 

Salton Sea, his familiarity with the Sea, and his willingness to work directly with stakeholders and 

landowners to resolve outstanding issues and challenges marks a significant change from previous 

administrations and may well signal the political will necessary to move the SSMP from vague plans to 

actual projects on the ground. Department of Water Resource’s (DWR) commitment to hire new staff 

for the Salton Sea program, as well as recent hires at the Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW), suggest 

that the agencies are turning a corner and may be on track to finally have staff commensurate with the 

scale of the problem and required effort. Similarly, we are hopeful that the Board will continue to 

demonstrate the oversight and attention necessary to fulfill the state’s obligations to the Salton Sea. 

We strongly support the creation of a North Lake and are encouraged by recent progress in developing a 

North Lake concept. As described in the attached January 10 letter to the Salton Sea Authority, we 

believe a North Lake can offer many benefits, if it satisfies the design criteria and objectives described in 

the attached letter. We encourage you to ask the following questions of the state agencies and the 

Salton Sea Authority at the March 19 workshop: 

▪ How will the costs – including operations & maintenance costs – for the North Lake project be 
divided between the SSMP and local proponents? To what extent will the availability and 
demonstrated commitment of local funding inform project design and selection? 

▪ What is the schedule for the North Lake project? How quickly can it be designed and 
constructed?  

▪ What is the community engagement strategy for the North Lake project and related EIFD?  How 
will the agencies ensure that an equitable process is put in place that results in multi-beneficial 
infrastructure for community members of the Eastern Coachella Valley? 

▪ How will the agencies ensure that there are necessary staff and resources to address both the 
North Lake project and the projects on the south end of the Salton Sea? 

▪ How will the lead agency for the project be determined, and what oversight will state agencies 
(including this Board) have over project implementation and management? 

 

As we did for the October, 2018 workshop, we request that the Board ask the state agencies the 

following questions at the March 19th workshop: 

When will easement issues between the State and IID be resolved? How do the State and IID propose 

to avoid additional delays due to these issues in the future? Will the parties agree to third-party 

facilitation to resolve current or future property rights disputes? 

The failure of the State and IID to resolve liability and easement issues has contributed to years of delays 

and significantly eroded confidence in the State’s ability to advance the SSMP. Our NGOs and others 

have offered to assist by providing professional third-party facilitation or mediation to help resolve this 

impasse. Both the State and IID have rebuffed these efforts and repeatedly implied for more than a year 
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that resolution is imminent. However, the issues related to Species Conservation Habitat (SCH) and 

other projects remain unresolved and future projects are threatened by similar disputes. We ask that 

the Board question the State and IID on the status of these negotiations and recommend the parties 

issue a near-term deadline by which the issues will be resolved or, in the alternative, that they agree to 

third-party mediation to facilitate agreement with a deadline for issue resolution.  

We strongly encourage the Board to set a May 1st deadline for resolution of the easement and liability 

issues for the SCH project. It is our understanding that if the May 1st deadline is missed, it could delay 

the SCH project by another year due to the State’s contracting processes. Therefore, we also encourage 

the Board to request that the State and IID commit to a timeline of work leading up to May 1st and how 

the parties will stay on track to meet the deadline (e.g., regular check-ins, weekly updates to the Board, 

etc.). If the parties fail to submit documentation demonstrating completion of easement and liability 

agreements by this date, the Board should name a mediator to resolve the dispute. We will supply a list 

of potential mediators to the Board by April 15th, and can arrange for funding to cover their costs. 

 

What is the status of engagement efforts for the different SSMP projects, and how is the State 

working with on-the-ground organizations to include residents in these efforts? 

The Salton Sea provides a clear and unique opportunity to construct multi-beneficial infrastructure that 

serves the communities around the Sea, creating long term buy-in and stewardship.  To our knowledge, 

there are some community meetings happening in the southern portion of the Sea, but no overall 

engagement strategy or plan for how community input will concretely shape the projects.  The State 

should designate a lead staffer for community outreach and it should be someone with the appropriate 

capacity, experience, and skillset to meet the State’s outreach and engagement goals.  

We ask that this board put a deadline of establishing an engagement strategy for each existing SSMP 

project by May 15, with a designated budget, and a plan for how community design parameters can be 

integrated into each project to produce projects that create a truly resilient Sea that is developed in 

conjunction with on-the-ground organizations.  We would also encourage this board advocate for 

inclusion of community amenities upfront in all built projects, and as a clear and necessary portion of 

the design concept and planning process. 

 

What tasks have been assigned to SSMP consultants and where is the timeline for their completion? 

When will the hydrological model be produced? What is the source of delays? 

Public confidence in the SSMP is further eroded because mission critical key products, such as a 

hydrological model for the Salton Sea, have not yet been produced despite years of promises. The 

model is a foundational piece for progress on projects. Overall, it is unclear what tasks have been 

assigned to consultants and what are their deadlines. We ask that the Board request an update on the 

hydrological model and a list of other tasks and timelines assigned to the SSMP’s consultant. We further 

ask that the Board set deadlines, within the next three months, for the finalization of the hydrological 

model. 
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What is contributing to delays in permitting? Is there a timeline for resolving federal permit issues? 

It is our understanding that, while inter-agency cooperation has improved between state agencies, there 

remain delays due to permitting from the US Army Corps of Engineers (Army Corps). We ask that the 

Board request an update from the State regarding federal permitting, including identification of sources 

of potential delays and a timeline for their resolution. Further, we ask that the Board ask the Army Corps 

to appear at the next State Board meeting to provide an update on the pending federal permits. Finally, 

we ask that the State Board ask the State about whether a master permitting effort at the Salton Sea 

makes sense and how would the State implement one. If such a master permitting effort makes sense, 

the State Board should request that the State provide an explanation of the design and implementation 

of such a master permitting. 

What is the plan for the management of SSMP projects, once they have been constructed?  

As noted below, SSMP planning efforts do not provide for the continued operation or adaptive 

management of projects once they have been constructed. The August 2018 draft of the SSMP Phase I: 

10-Year Plan (posted at http://resources.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/SSMP-Phase-1-10-Year-

Plan.pdf) does not describe the entity responsible for ensuring that the constructed projects function as 

designed (it also has not been proofread). Given the uncertainty of how these projects will perform to 

address the impacts to air quality and wildlife from the receding Sea, it is essential that the SSMP 

projects have a robust and fully funded adaptative management program.  The Board should set a 

deadline for the State to complete an adaptive management plan before the completion of the first 

SSMP project.     

What is the status of funding sources and for planning for ongoing operations and maintenance? 

The Salton Sea Management Plan appears to have adequate funding to initiate construction of projects. 

Proposition 1 provided more than $80 million and the recently-passed Proposition 68 will provide $200 

million once appropriated. The California Legislative Analyst’s Office recently estimated that over the 

past 18 years more than $700 million in public funds has been committed to the Salton Sea, of which 

approximately $500 million remain including more than $50 million of Salton Sea Restoration Limit 

funds from the QSA parties that could be used for operations and maintenance and other annual costs. 

Yet, despite a considerable operating budget, the SSMP struggles to get funding out the door to projects 

or contractors. To our knowledge, only $3 million of Proposition 1 funding have been spent so far and 

there appears to be no plan for distribution of the Proposition 68 funds. We are concerned that the 

Proposition 1 funds may be reallocated if they are not encumbered by the SSMP soon. Moreover, 

ongoing operations, monitoring, and maintenance will likely require an estimated $10 million annually, 

which cannot be sourced from bond funds. We ask that the Board request an update on the SSMP’s 

finances, assurances that Proposition 1 dollars will not be reallocated, and a detailed response of how 

the State will secure the necessary ongoing funding for long-term monitoring, operations, and 

maintenance.  
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What is the status of the Salton Sea Task Force? 

Does the Salton Sea Task Force still meet? To what extent do the Natural Resources Agency, DWR, and 

DFW coordinate with other state agencies such as CalEPA, California Air Resources Board, California 

Energy Commission, Public Utilities Commission, and the Colorado River Regional Water Quality Control 

Board?  

What is the status of meeting the commitments made by the State and the Federal government in the 

2016 Memorandum of Understanding? 

In September 2016, the State of California and the Federal government executed a memorandum of 

understanding (MOU), which pledged greater cooperation between the agencies, an expansion of 

scientific and monitoring efforts at the Sea, and a commitment of $30 million in federal funding for 

projects and operations and maintenance needs. We encourage the Board to ask for an update from the 

State and federal partners about the status of meeting those commitments and, for those unmet, the 

barriers preventing achievement of the MOU goals.  

Conclusion 

The SWRCB, along with the State of California and a host of stakeholders, have been grappling with the 

challenges posed by the Salton Sea for the better part of two decades. The past several years have 

brought hundreds of millions of dollars to the table, along with initial draft plans and the beginnings of a 

dedicated staff sufficient to tackle the problem. The SWRCB’s Order WR2017-0134, in November, 2017, 

was an important marker in this slow process, setting much-needed milestones to establish 

accountability. The new state Administration’s demonstrated interest in the Salton Sea could well offer 

the last important piece of the puzzle: the political will needed to implement plans and bring them into 

operation. 

We stand ready to assist the State and the SWRCB in any way we can to assist these efforts and to – 

finally – witness the construction and operation of SSMP habitat and dust projects at the Salton Sea. 

Thank you for your continuing oversight. 

Sincerely, 
 
 

  
Michael Cohen Kimberley Delfino 
Senior Associate California Program Director 
Pacific Institute Defenders of Wildlife 
 
 
 
  
Lauren Elachi  Pablo Garza 
Senior Design Coordinator CA Political Director, Ecosystems 
Kounkuey Design Initiative Environmental Defense Fund 
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Silvia Paz Frank Ruiz 
Executive Director  Salton Sea Program Director 
Alianza Coachella Valley Audubon California 
 
 
 
  
Joan Taylor   
Co-Chair, California/Nevada Desert Committee 
Sierra Club 
 

 

Cc: Bruce Wilcox 
Genevieve Johnson, Bureau of Reclamation 
Phil Rosentrater, Salton Sea Authority 
 
 
Attachment: January 10 letter to Salton Sea Authority in support of North Lake 
 
 


